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Abstract

Space-charge spectroscopy has been used to study the hole energy spectrum of array of Ge

quantum dots (QD’s) coherently embedded in a Si matrix and subjected to a ruby laser (λ = 694

nm) nanosecond irradiation ex situ. The laser energy density in a single pulse was near to the

melting threshold of Si surface. The number of laser pulses was varied from 1 to 10, the duration

of each pulse was 80 ns. From the capacitance-voltage characteristics, temperature- and frequency-

dependent admittance measurements, the energies of holes confined in Ge QD’s were determined.

The pulsed laser annealing was found to result in a deepening of the hole energy level relative to

the bulk Si valence band edge and in a decrease of the hole energy dispersion. After the treatment

with ten laser pulses, the spread of the hole energies due to varying sizes of the QD’s within the

ensemble was reduced by a factor of about 2. The obtained results give evidence for a substantial

reduction of the QD’s size dispersion and for a narrowing distribution of the hole energy levels

stimulated by nanosecond laser irradiation. A possible explanation of the improved uniformity of

QD’s sizes involves dissolving of small size Ge QD’s in Si matrix by pulsed laser melting of the Ge

nanoclusters and their subsequent intermixing with surrounding solid Si.

PACS numbers: 73.21.La, 73.40.Gk, 73.63.Kv
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I. INTRODUCTION

An elegant way to fabricate large-scale arrays of zero-dimensional semiconductor struc-

tures (quantum dots – QD’s) is based on strain-induced self-assembly of islands during

heteroepitaxial growth of lattice mismatched semiconductors. Ideal QD’s exhibit atomiclike

properties due to their three-dimensional carrier confinement. The discrete energy spectrum

of QD’s renders them extremely promising for the development of semiconductor lasers, [1]

photodetectors, [2] single-electron [3] and single-photon devices [4], as well as quantum com-

putation [5]. A narrow distribution of energy levels of carriers confined within ensemble of

self-organized QD’s and a large energy separation between the quantized states (> kBT ,

kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature) are the crucial issues when QD’s

are considered for both device applications and fundamental physical studies. But this still

remains a challenging subject. To obtain atomiclike density of electronic states (DOS), it

is necessary to reduce geometrical size of the dots, that can be achieved by decreasing the

growth temperature. [6] However, QD’s fabricated at low temperatures are characterized by

large (up to 50%) dispersion of the dot size. [7] In turn, statistical fluctuations of the QD size

is a main source of inhomogeneous broadening of the DOS. For Ge/Si(001) QD’s, several

approaches have been exploited to tune the uniformity of the Ge island sizes and shapes,

such as manipulating the substrate temperature [8, 9] and the deposition sequence, [10]

vertical ordering in QD multilayers, [11–13] surfactant-mediated growth, [14, 15] deposition

on vicinal [16] and oxidized [17] surfaces, ion-beam stimulated growth. [18]

Despite some technological progress any information on how these approaches affect the

energy spectrum of carriers confined in ensemble of QD’s is still missing. In this work we

suggest an alternative way to improve the homogeneity of Ge/Si QD’s sizes and present

the unambiguous evidence that this approach certainly allows to reduce dispersion of hole

energy levels in the dots. The idea was to dissolve Ge nanoclusters with smallest size in

Si matrix by nanosecond pulsed laser melting of Ge dots and their subsequent intermixing

with surrounding solid Si. The melting point of Ge (958.5◦C) is much less than that of Si

(1410◦C). The short-pulse heating allows to melt Ge nanoclusters while the Si matrix is kept

solid. Ge solidification time is approximately the same for all molten Ge nanoclusters being

defined by cooling of the Si environment due to the heat diffusion into the Si substrate.

This time is comparable with the laser pulse duration. [19] Due to large interface/volume
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FIG. 1: The valence band profile of a Si Schottky diode with a layer of Ge quantum dots.

ratio, the smallest Ge QD’s may be easily dissolved and hence disappear. As a result,

only nanoclusters of larger size will survive giving rise to a more narrow size distribution in

ensemble of the dots.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Samples were grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on a p+-Si(001) substrate with a resis-

tivity of 0.005 Ω cm doped with boron up to a concentration of ∼ 1019 cm−3. A Ge layer

6 monolayer thick (∼ 8.5 Å) was introduced into the 0.7-µm epitaxial p-Si layer (boron

concentration ∼ 3 × 1016 cm−3) at a distance of 0.4 µm from the substrate. The growth

temperatures were 500 and 700◦C for the cap and buffer Si layers, respectively, but, during

the growth of Ge, the temperature was lowered to 300◦C to fabricate small self-assembled

Ge nanoclusters. From transmission electron micrographs, we observe the Ge dots to be

approximately 8-10 nm in diameter and 1 nm in height. The areal density of the dots is

nQD ' 4× 1011 cm−3. The reflection high-energy electron diffraction patterns of the surface

of Ge film showed that the Ge nanoclusters have a pyramid shape. To separate response

from the dots, the reference sample was grown under conditions similar to the dot sample,

except that no Ge was deposited.

As the radiation source, we used a ruby laser with a wavelength of λ = 694 nm. The

laser pulse was a nearly Gaussian temporal shape with a full width at half maximum being

80 ns. The spatial variation in the density of laser energy did not exceed ±5% over the laser

spot of 4.5 mm in diameter. The energy density in a single pulse was close to 1 J cm−2. For

this value, the peak temperature of heated Si surface reaches the Si melting point (1410◦C),

whereas the temperature at the position of Ge nanoclusters is lower [20] (≈ 1200◦C), but
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still larger than the melting temperature of bulk Ge (958.5◦C). To control the temperature

of the Si surface, a pyrometer sensor detected thermal radiation from the central part of the

laser-heated area of the samples was used. [21] The samples were subjected to one or ten

laser pulses.

The Raman spectra were measured at room temperature using a computer-controlled

setup based on a DFS-52 spectrometer (LOMO, St. Petersburg); an Ar+ laser (λ = 514.5

nm) was used as the pump for the Raman process. We used quasi-backscattering geometry,

the incident radiation was polarized along 〈100〉 crystallographic direction, and the scat-

tered light was detected in 〈010〉 polarization. The chosen configuration is allowed for the

scattering by longitudinal optical phonons in Ge and Si and forbidden for the two-phonon

scattering by transverse acoustical phonons in the Si substrate. This enabled us to avoid

confusions encountered when interpreting Raman spectra in Ge/Si heterostructures. [22]

For the capacitance and conductance measurements, Ti contacts were deposited on top of

the samples through a shadow mask to form a Schottky diode. The area of the Ti contacts

was S ' (3.2 − 4.0) × 10−3 cm2. Figure 1 schematically displays the valence band of the

QD sample at zero bias. The admittance was measured using a Fluke PM6306 Meter in the

frequency range f = 10–700 kHz at temperatures from 100 to 300 K. The amplitude of the

ac modulation voltage was 25 mV.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Raman spectroscopy

The samples were first characterized by Raman spectroscopy to estimate the structural

changes in Ge nanoclusters induced by a ruby laser irradiation. Figure 2 shows the Raman

spectra of the as-grown QD sample and of the samples modified by one and ten laser shots.

A peak observed at ∼ 305 cm−1 is originated from the optical vibration of Ge–Ge bonds in

Ge islands. Another feature at ∼ 420 cm−1 corresponds to the local Ge–Si vibrations.

Based on Raman measurements the Ge-Si intermixing effect can be found from the ratio

of the integrated intensities of the Ge–Ge and Ge–Si peaks, [23]

IGe−Ge

ISi−Ge

= B
x

2(1− x)
, (1)
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FIG. 2: Raman spectra of Ge QD samples before and after pulsed laser annealing.

where x is the Ge content in the nanoclusters and B is a constant which depends on the

experimental conditions. We initially checked the validity of Eq. (1) for a number of thin

SiGe layers with a known Ge content. In this way, we determined a coefficient B of 2.2 for

our experimental conditions. Analysis shows that the laser processing results in a decrease

of Ge content from & 70% for as-grown sample to ∼ 50% for the sample subjected to 10

laser pulses.

A striking feature observed in Fig. 2 is the reduction of the width of the Ge-Ge band in the

laser annealed samples. As the number of laser pulses increases to 10, the full width at half

maximum of the Ge-Ge peak is reduced by a factor of ∼ 1.5. Since the position of the Raman

peak is determined by the optical phonon confinement effect and elastic strain distribution,

this result implies that the nanosecond laser annealing can improve the homogeneity of the

structural characteristics of Ge nanoclusters.

B. Space-charge spectroscopy

1. Capacitance-voltage characteristics

Figure 3 shows experimental capacitance-voltage (C − V ) characteristics (symbols) for

the reference and the dot samples before and after the pulsed laser irradiation. The traces

were recorded at room temperature in order to ensure fast charge exchange between the
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FIG. 3: Capacitance-voltage characteristics measured at modulation frequency of 100 kHz for the

reference and dot samples before and after pulsed laser processing. Experimental data are shown

by symbols and model simulations by solid lines.

QD’s and the Si valence band at the modulation frequency of 100 kHz. At such low f , the

C−V characteristics are frequency-independent, which is a manifestation of an equilibrium

of the charging/discharging process.

The dependence of the capacitance on bias for the reference sample shows no specific

features and has the form of the conventional C − V characteristic of a p-type Schottky

diode. For the dot samples, we observe a plateaulike structure caused by an additional

capacitance associated with the positive charge accumulation in the dot layer. Due to the

p-type modulation doping in the Si matrix, the Ge QD’s are charged by holes at a zero bias.

When a reverse bias is applied to the diode, the holes are gradually swept out. At UB & 4

V for the as-grown sample, UB & 3.5 V and 2.5 V for the samples irradiated with 1 and 10

laser pulses, respectively, holes escape from QD’s and the latter become neutral.

As a first approximation, the width of the capacitance plateau ∆UB can be used to

estimate the average number of holes accumulated in each dot by Nh = (C/qSnQD)∆UB,

where q > 0 is the elementary charge, C is the capacitance of the plateau, S is the contact

area, and nQD is the dot density. For ∆UB ∼ 4 V, C ∼ 100 pF, nQD = 4 × 1011 cm−2,

we estimate Nh ∼ 2. This means that, at UB = 0 V, the only ground state is filled with

two holes; the highest energy states of the dots are empty and cannot be measured by

space-charge spectroscopy.

For a numerical analysis, we used a quasi-static charging model proposed by Brounkov

et al. [24] and developed later by Wetzler et al. [25] and Chang et al. [26] The charge
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distribution and the band bending profile were determined from the self-consistent solving

the one-dimensional Poisson equation

∂z[ε(z)∂zφ(z)]ε0 = −ρ(z), (2)

where φ is the electrostatic potential, ε and ε0 are the relative and absolute permittivities,

respectively, and ρ is the charge density. The total charge density in the bulk includes the

density of free holes, p and ionized acceptors, N−
A :

ρ(z) = q[p(z)−N−
A (z)], (3)

where

p(z) = NvF1/2

(
Ev(z)− Efp(z)

kBT

)
, (4)

N−
A (z) =

NA(z)

1 + 4 exp[(Ev(z) + EA − Efp(z))/kBT ]
, (5)

Ev(z) = Ev0 − φ(z). (6)

Here, Nv is the effective density of states in the valence band, F1/2 is the Fermi function, Ev

is the valence band edge, Efp is the Fermi quasilevel for holes, NA is the boron concentration,

EA is the boron ionization energy, and Ev0 is the valence band edge at z = w where w is

the depletion width.

For simplicity, the holes confined in the dots are considered as the point-like charges.

QD’s enter the problem through the boundary condition

dφ

dz

∣∣∣∣
z=L+0

− dφ

dz

∣∣∣∣
z=L−0

=
qpQD

εε0

, (7)

where L is the position of the QD layer from the surface, pQD is the density of holes in the

dots. The hole density trapped in the dots can be expressed as

pQD =
nQD

Eσ

√
2π

∫
exp

[
−1

2

(
E − E1

Eσ

)2][
f (1) + 2f (2)

]
dE, (8)

where f (1) and f (2) are the probabilities of the dot to accumulate one or two holes, respec-

tively, E1 is the confinement energy of a hole in the ground state with respect to the Si

valence band edge, Eσ is the standard energy deviation which corresponds to the spread of

energy levels in array of the dots. Similar to the case of multicharged centers in semicon-

ductors, the probabilities f (1) and f (2) can be calculated using the Grand Canonical Gibbs
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TABLE I: The energies of one (E1) and two (E2) holes in the ground state of the dots, the energy

dispersion Eσ, and the QD density nQD obtained from numerical analysis of the capacitance-voltage

characteristics. The accuracy of the E1,2 data is ±20 meV, Eσ was determined with the error of

±10 meV, and the accuracy values of nQD is 5× 1010 cm−2

Sample E1 (meV) E2 (meV) Eσ (meV) nQD (cm−2)

as-prepared 320 270 110 4.5× 1011

irradiated of 1 laser pulse 350 280 90 3.6× 1011

irradiated of 10 laser pulses 360 320 60 3.3× 1011

function. This is given by

f (1) =
g1 exp

(
−Efp−E1

kBT

)

g0 + g1 exp
(
−Efp−E1

kBT

)
+ g2 exp

(
−2Efp−(E1+E2)

kBT

)

and

f (2) =
g2 exp

(
−2Efp−(E1+E2)

kBT

)

g0 + g1 exp
(
−Efp−E1

kBT

)
+ g2 exp

(
−2Efp−(E1+E2)

kBT

) ,

where E2 is the energy of two holes in the ground state (E1 and E2 are separated by Coulomb

interaction), g0, g1 and g2 are the degeneracies of the hole state when, respectively, emptied

and filled with one or two holes. Here we used g1 = 2 for a single occupied state and

g2 = 1 for the dots occupied with two holes. After determining the potential distribution at

different biases UB, the differential capacitance was then calculated as C(UB) = ∆Qs/∆UB,

where Qs = −εε0Sdφ/dz|z=+0 is the total charge in the structure and −dφ/dz|z=+0 is the

electric field near the semiconductor surface. The optimal simulated C−V curves are shown

in Fig. 3 by solid lines. The fitting parameters are listed in Table I. The claimed accuracy

ensures minimal mean-square deviation of the calculated data from the experimental one.

Usually, to obtain reliable values from simulation of C−V characteristics, the number of

fitting parameters used are varied from two [24, 25] to five. [26] Here we used four variable

parameters, of which three are energy values E1, E2 and Eσ, and the fourth is the quantum

dot density nQD. We can check the validity of this procedure by making an analysis of

the values of parameters which correspond to the best fit. First, recent calculations based

on the sp3 tight-binding approach [27] demonstrated that the ground state energy of hole
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confined in a pyramid-shaped Ge QD with a lateral size of ∼ 10 nm is ∼ 330 meV, which

is very close to the energies deduced from the C − V analysis. Second, in the framework

of the simplified model, the intra-dot Coulomb charging energy is given by EC = e2/CQD,

where CQD is the capacitance of the dots. Assuming the QD to be a disk with a capacitance

CQD = 4ε0εGe` and a diameter ` = 10 nm, we obtain EC = 40 meV which is in a reasonable

agreement with the quantity ∆ = E1 − E2. Third, the value of Eσ ∼ 100 meV extracting

from fitting is quite close to the width of QD-related PL peak reported in Ref. 28 for Ge

QD’s with ` ≈ 10 nm. Fourth, the QD density, (4.5± 0.5)× 1011, found from the simulation

of the C − V characteristic for the as-prepared sample agrees well with that determined

independently from STM measurements, (4.0 ± 0.5) × 1011 cm−3. Thus we may conclude

that fitting procedure works correctly.

Two important observations can be made in Table I. First, after the laser treatment,

the hole level depth tends to increase. This is explained by the increase of the average QD

size in ensemble due to laser-induced dissolving the small Ge islands and swelling out the

large Ge dots because of the atomic intermixing at the Ge/Si interface. Diminishing of the

effective dot density supports this assertion. Second, the spread of the hole energy levels is

reduced in the laser-irradiated samples, which testifies for the substantial improvement of

the uniformity of QD’s sizes stimulated by nanosecond laser processing. In particular, after

the treatment with 10 pulses the dispersion of hole energies is reduced by a factor of about

2.

2. Admittance spectroscopy

Admittance spectroscopy is a well-known method to characterize deep impurity levels in

semiconductors. [29] In these measurements, the ac conductance G of the sample is measured

as a function of temperature for a fixed reverse bias UB and test frequency ω = 2πf . For

a QD system the mechanism of ac response is suggested to be similar to those commonly

considered for deep defect states. An analysis of the QD ac response based on the Shockley-

Read-Hall dynamics was made by Chang et al. [30]. The small ac voltage with a frequency ω

will alternatively fill and empty the QD carrier levels. The thermionic emission rate of holes

from the dots as well as from deep impurities depends exponentially on temperature [31]

T , i.e. ep(T ) = AσT 2 exp(−Eact/kBT ), where A is a temperature independent factor, σ is

10
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FIG. 4: Temperature dependencies of the conductance measured at bias voltage of 2 V and modula-

tion frequency of 100 kHz for the reference and dot samples before and after pulsed laser treatment.

the capture cross section, Eact is the activation energy being determined by the actual path

whereby holes escape from the dots to the Si valence band. Following this approach, the

QD ac conductance is given by [30]

G(ω, T ) = Sq2nQDNq
∂φ

∂UB

fe(1− fe)

kBT

(
ω2τ

1 + ω2τ 2

)
, (9)

where Nq is the number of quantum hole states in the dot, ∂φ/∂UB represents the change

of the potential at the QD layer caused by the increment of the applied bias ∂UB, fe is the

QD equilibrium occupation fraction, and τ = (1 − fe)/ep is the characteristic time for the

hole exchange between the QD’s and the barrier. For a given measurement frequency, the

conductance reaches a maximum at a temperature Tmax which corresponds to the condition

ep(Tmax) ≈ ω/2. (10)

Thus, by measuring the G(T ) dependencies at various ω, the activation energies of hole

emission rate can be deduced from the Arrhenius plot of ep(Tmax)/T
2
max vs 1/Tmax.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependencies of the conductance for different samples.

The curves were measured at UB = 2 V and f = 150 kHz. As in the case of C−V character-

istics, the conductance spectrum of the sample without Ge QD’s shows no specific features.

For the Schottky diodes with QD’s, the G(T ) traces exhibit maxima whose amplitude Gmax

is proportional to the number of holes being exchanged between the Ge dots and the Si

valence band. In this case, the temperature-frequency and temperature-bias mapping for

the QD conductance can serve as a probe of energy level distribution in the dots.
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for as-grown dot sample.

The contour plots of temperature-frequency and temperature-bias conductance mapping

for the as-grown dot sample are displayed in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), respectively. For

each investigated bias voltage, conductance spectra have been taken for 14 measurement

frequencies. Similar measurements were also performed for the samples modified by one

and ten laser pulses. The behavior of G(T ) can be qualitatively explained as follows. At

a fixed bias, the charging/discharging process corresponds to the QD hole level coinciding

with the Fermi level in the p+-Si substrate. The rate of hole emission from this level becomes

more slow when the temperature is reduced; therefore, with a decrease in the modulation

frequency, the condition for the maximum conductance (10) is satisfied at lower temperatures

[Fig. 5(a)]. With an increase in reverse bias, the holes localized at deeper QD levels, for

which condition (10) at a fixed frequency is satisfied at higher temperatures, contribute to

the conductance. For this reason, the conductance peak in Fig. 5(b) shifts towards higher

temperatures with increasing UB. At UB > 4 V, Ge QD’s become completely depleted and

the maximum on the G(T ) curve disappears. This is consistent with the observation from

the C − V measurements of the same sample.
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Figure 6 shows the typical dependencies ep/T
2
max(T

−1
max) obtained from the temperature

variation under different modulation frequencies for the as-grown sample. The activation

energies Eact of the hole emission rate were found from the slope of the approximating

straight lines. The linear correlation coefficients of all the lines are larger than 0.999. The

resulting energies Eact before and after the nanosecond pulsed laser irradiation are shown in

Fig. 7 as a function of reverse bias voltage. Their values are found to be quite close to the

ground state hole levels E1,2 deduced from the capacitance measurements but still about

30-50 meV smaller then E1,2. This implies that the hole escape process in Ge/Si(001) QD’s

is a two-step process [26, 30, 32–34] which involves thermal activation to the excited state

located within the range of 30-50 meV above the Si valence band edge in the QD’s or in the

wetting layer and then subsequent tunneling into the Si by the assistance of electric field.

For all samples, the activation energy decreases with decreasing of the bias voltage, and

the range of energy variation ∆E, in the interval UB where the capacitance plateau is

observed, diminishes after the laser action. With increasing of the reverse bias, the chemical

potential scans through the density of hole states in the QD layer. At higher reverse bias, the

chemical potential crosses deeper states in the dots. In QD’s, which can be charged by more

than two carriers and in which conclusively higher energy levels than the ground state are

occupied, the dependence of the activation energy on the QD occupation is usually attributed

to the state-filling effect. [35, 36] However the effect of state-filling is not relevant in a system

of small QD’s which are studied in this paper and contain no more than two holes. Thus,

the change of the activation energy with bias may be attributed to the dispersion of the hole
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ground state eigenenergy due to the size distribution of the quantum dots. Following this

interpretation, the parameter ∆E should reflect the spread of hole energy levels in array of

the dots. Reducing of ∆E after the laser treatment allows again to conclude that the pulsed

laser action does lead to the decrease of the hole energy dispersion.

The question is why the energy variation ∆E is about five times smaller than the stan-

dard energy deviation Eσ obtained from simulation of the capacitance data. The probable

explanation is that, in fact, the parameter ∆E is rather related to variation of energy differ-

ence between the ground state and the excited state involved into the two-step hole escape

process. When the size of Ge QD is changed, the energy levels of both ground and excited

states move in the same direction relative to the Si valence band and, hence, the change of

the energy gap between them with changing QD size is smaller than the displacement of

each separate level. In particular, if the interlevel spacing in QD did not depend on the dot

size ` than ∆E = 0.

We can check this explanation by using theoretical calculations of the hole energy spec-

trum as a function of ` for real pyramid-shaped Ge QD’s in Si. [27] Recalculating the data

for the dot lateral size ` ∼ 10 nm presented in Fig. 1 of Ref. 27 one can find the following

incremental changes ∂Egr/∂` ≈ 20 meV/nm and ∂(Egr − Eex)/∂` ≈ −2 meV/nm, where

Egr and Eex are the energies of the ground and the first excited states, respectively. Clearly,

these two derivatives differ from one another by one order providing support for the our

explanation.
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IV. SUMMARY

In summary, Raman and space-charge spectroscopies were used to study effect of nanosec-

ond pulsed ruby laser processing on the composition and hole energy spectrum of Ge self-

assembled quantum dots coherently embedded in a Si matrix. The inhomogeneity of quan-

tum dot array parameters owing to Ge nanocluster size dispersion inherent in the Stranskii-

Krastanov growth was found to be noticeable improved with subsequent laser irradiation

from single up to ten pulses action.
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